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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS SHAPING MIGRATION SOLUTIONS

By Camilo Mantilla

INTRODUCTION

In an increasingly complex and interdependent state of international relations, international treaty negotiation, adoption, and implementation constitute an important component of global foreign policy and activity of states. International agreements embody sovereign and state-to-state relations and behavior in a global forum. International agreements manifest in ways that vary in form, subject, formalities, parties, scope, forum and many other elements.\(^1\)

The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969) defines treaties as “international agreements concluded in writing between States and governed by international law, embodied in any particular or related instrument regardless of designation.”\(^2\) International agreements carry equal presumption of legality, regardless of the international legal framework governing them.\(^3\) Under the 1969 Convention, international agreements did not require a particular form or specific designation.\(^4\) The term treaty is generic, embracing all forms of international agreements in written form\(^5\) and varies in name (i.e., protocol, charter, covenant, pact, statute, etc.). Although some terms may be more solemn than others, the designations used by States typically have no legal significance beyond what the signatories give it. The International Court of Justice acknowledged that “terminology” is not a determinant factor as to the character of an international agreement.\(^6\)

Contemporary international diplomacy and treaty-making has seen a surge in “non-binding” international agreements.\(^7\) Scholars and practitioners suggest that the rise in non-binding agreements is a widespread phenomenon,\(^8\) attributed to factors like the ease and flexibility by which these agreements can be concluded. These non-binding agreements also meet the desire for confidentiality and government discretion towards contracting capacity that present options to requirements, such as domestic ratification or approval from other domestic stakeholders.\(^9\) These factors create a powerful legal tool, that allows sovereign states to convene, allocate, and manage risks and benefits on crucial foreign policy issues, including international migration.

Recent developments in this area include the global compacts, falling under direct United Nations (UN) auspices.\(^10\) These “non-binding” compacts are also considered by the UN as international agreements, geared towards specific matters of global relevance—like international migration.\(^11\) Compacts and non-binding agreements of a similar nature are increasingly used as instruments to operationalize and contextualize state intentions and obligations on a specific subject matter,\(^12\) as well as adopting specific and consistent policies around an issue.\(^13\) International agreements, like the international migration compacts, are used to create frameworks, consensus on principles, or dictate prescriptions in anticipation of more specific issues or commitments, such as developing rules or state actions around a subject.

---
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When states enter into these agreements, they do so by manifesting behavior, political intentions, and discourse, as well as the intent to likely adopt certain behavior. This can include embracing relationships or expectations between signatory parties over a period of time and over a particular issue.\(^{14}\) State behavior is also influenced through enforcement or compliance of obligations set forth in the agreements.\(^{15}\) While international agreements can influence state behavior, not all instruments are created equal. The nature and scope of each one must be treated and scrutinized with a specific lens in order to understand the intent and the extent of prescribed enforcement and compliance that ultimately influences sovereign intentions and actions. This is especially important when it relates to certain specific subject matter issues, such as sovereignty, trade, security cooperation, international migration, and others.

The following aims to illustrate that international agreements—in particular, those of a hybrid nature, like non-binding—have increasingly become a popular instrument in foreign affairs and diplomacy. These instruments can be used to build consensus, policy, and develop solutions that shape sovereign behavior and action around international migration.

I. ANALYSIS

A. INTERNATIONAL LEGAL INSTRUMENTS: TRANSACTIONAL TOOLS FOR DIPLOMACY AND INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION RELATIONS

The rules applicable to international agreements are codified primarily in two international conventions: The 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties ("1969 Vienna Convention"), containing rules for treaties concluded between States, and The 1986 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organizations or between International Organizations ("1986 Vienna Convention").\(^{16}\) Both the 1969 Vienna Convention and the 1986 Vienna Convention did not distinguish between different designations of these instruments.\(^{17}\) Instead, their rules apply to all of those instruments as long as they meet certain common requirements.\(^{18}\) The diversity of instrument allowed by international law allows the use of different additional terms for international instruments, where some terms can be interchanged; for example, an instrument that is designated as an "agreement" might also be called a "treaty".\(^{19}\)

The United Nations\(^{20}\) definitions under the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties categorize international agreements broadly, representing the overarching “genre” of international instruments, not considered treaties or other subcategory defined or specified by law. Classifying treaties can be a difficult exercise and the International Law Commission has observed that due to this, an extraordinary and varied nomenclature has developed over time.\(^{21}\)

The criteria to determine the existence of a treaty is the intention of the parties to create obligations under international law, something which is commonly inferred from the terms of the instrument and the circumstances in which it was drawn up.\(^{22}\) If that intention is lacking, the instrument is not considered a treaty. Towards this purpose, the Convention enables states to continue or modify their practice without distorting or departing from the rules of the Convention, which in turn provide a flexible framework to accommodate such developments.\(^{23}\) The 1969 Vienna Convention and the 1986 Vienna Convention confirm this generic use of the term "treaty". The 1969 Vienna Convention defines a treaty as "an international agreement concluded between states in written form and governed by international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related instruments and whatever its particular designation." The 1986 Vienna Convention extends the definition of treaties to include international agreements involving international organizations as parties.

Many provisions in the 1969 Convention expressly contemplate states departing from the rules of the Convention. Article 7(1) requires the representative of a state to produce full powers in order to adopt the text of a treaty yet makes an exception which recognizes that states often agree to dispense with full powers. The Convention acknowledges that states will want to depart from the Convention’s rules, making them largely residual, leaving treaty practice very much in the hands of states—as it should be.\(^{24}\)
However, over time, international legal practice has developed a variety of terms to refer to international instruments commonly used and adopted by international legal actors. Although many instruments differ in designation between each other, they share common features, and international law applies common and similar rules to all of these instruments. Extended practice among the states has contributed to develop rules—regarded as international customary law, which is binding among contracting states.

International agreements (regardless of nomenclature) don’t require formalities, unless stated otherwise by international law. It is common to see agreements of different nature that don’t require ratification. The majority of international instruments are designated as agreements and, just like contracts in ordinary life, international agreements are an indispensable tool of diplomacy, international relations, and transactions.

Other agreements, such as those often referred to as treaties, tend to fall under narrower categories, as a specific “genre” of international agreements generally reserved for matters of political or social importance or gravity that require more solemn arrangements. In most, if not all instances, these require ratification (i.e., treaties covering peace, border relations, commerce, and extradition). However, the UN has recognized that the term "treaty" for international instruments has considerably declined in the last decades in favor of other terms. An important example of this evolution of treaty-making practices is the rise of multiple concrete multilateral efforts to build consensus over migration management principles and practices, discussed below.

International agreements serve as tools for diplomacy, risk management, and regulating sovereign behavior between states by creating legal obligations, expectations, privileges, and even reputation between contracting parties. They are generally considered legally binding instruments between sovereign states, and whether they are binding or not, can provide a framework that influences behavior through cooperation, coordination, and reporting, among others. States are generally bound by the limits established in these instruments and how they interact with domestic laws and regulations. Cooperation among signatories is often required in order to implement the provisions of an agreement; cooperation can lead to greater reputation and collaboration among governments, also influencing state behavior.

International agreements serve as a tool that, regardless of scope, reach, or legal nature, establish standards and prerogatives that shape state behavior on a particular issue or subject.

B. INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS TO SHAPE STATE BEHAVIOR FOR MIGRATION MANAGEMENT

Increased attention and aspirations by global actors towards international migration has prompted international legal policy development where, through international agreements, states negotiate and build consensus around international migration management at the multilateral and bilateral levels. Most notable are the UN-backed migration and refugee Compacts of 2018.

The Global Compact for Refugees and the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration are the products of cooperative political commitment between governments. Prompted by the New York Declaration on Refugees and Migrants, the Compacts were adopted by the UN General Assembly in 2016. They are “self-proclaimed” non-binding instruments that provide guidance, norms, and procedures governing the management of human mobility.

The UN recognizes compacts as international agreements through official UN resolutions and statements from specialized agencies. Generally speaking, compacts are instruments negotiated between governments based on the existing human rights legal framework, and under UN auspices. Acknowledging their relevance and instrumentality in the global governance framework, the UN has stated that it will support the implementation of the migration compact.

The New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants prompted the Global Migration Concepts embodied in the compacts—affirming core international human rights treaties as the source for the protection of the human rights of refugees and migrants regardless of status. These instruments are rooted in international law and explicitly...
acknowledge existing rights and obligations under the international migration governance scheme. Examples include the shared universal human rights and fundamental freedoms for migrants and refugees, such as non-discrimination, that stem from the shared challenges and vulnerabilities migrants endure, recognized by the UN. The Declaration not only prescribes existing rights and shared challenges—in particular, for large movements of migrants—it also embraces a number of common political, economic, social, developmental, humanitarian, and human rights ramifications across borders, applicable to both migration plights. By doing so, the compacts reassure existing human rights obligations ratified through relevant treaties, founded on international human rights law.

Contemporary international migration frameworks reflected through international agreements, like global compacts, rally states and governments in a way traditional treaties would. Despite their intention to convene and create practices and standards around international migration management, these instruments are deliberately referred to as non-binding. Although considered non-binding, they still intend to foster international cooperation and uphold state sovereignty and obligations under international law in an interdependent approach of guiding principles.

Historically, the limited number of treaties devoted specifically to migration does not reflect the weight of international legal norms in this area. The eclectic set of multilateral treaties in this field only capture one parcel of the broader migration picture. Concepts regarding protection and those that allude to “safe country” as a means for protection have been developed through different means, initially stemming from the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees.

The expansion of new and “hybrid” legal arrangements and instruments for international migration has created and consolidated standards and principles in this matter, giving states and global actors a broader choice of prerogatives in the international migration arena. These shifts in international treaty-making result from the evolution of the international legal field in the twentieth century where the growing body of international law-making practices contribute to develop a broader and more universally-accepted (sometimes enforceable) principles in non-binding format. These practices hold legal construction between formal law and non-binding law, including the intersection between law and politics. The global compacts uniquely reflect these characteristics.

C. INTERNATIONAL LEGAL PRACTICES FOR MIGRATION MANAGEMENT

As international relations become more complex and determined by multiple rising geopolitical phenomena, international law requires flexibility to adapt and respond to these challenges.

International law provides flexibility in response to evolving international transactional relations and challenges. International agreements do not require a specific format in order to be binding, as stated under Article 2(1)(a) of the 1969 Vienna Convention. Could non-binding instruments potentially hinder the law’s capacity to dictate migration policy, action, and accountability? Does the increasing practice of non-binding arrangements between international actors signal the opposite? Is there increasing consensus, intent, and practice around it that prescribe a growing body of norms and principles widely accepted and for the most part codified?

The extent of the compulsory and binding nature of an agreement can be determined by the intent and subsequent behavior of participating states by looking at the text itself and identifying deliberate binding statements or provisions that reflect the overall extent of the instrument, and establishing if it prioritizes form or substantive content. Where the absence of certainty on legally-binding commitments translates into limited mechanisms for an accountable legal governance in international migration management, non-binding arrangements can deliberately avoid distinguishing compliance and binding force, creating a layer of complexity. Despite this ambivalent legal nature, their scope and reach transcends state sovereignty and consistency of political statements from states when it comes to international cooperation in migration and borders. In this regard, state behavior concerning the migration and refuge compacts has demonstrated that participating states affirmed their intention to implement the compacts regardless of nomenclature and denomination, of an overarching
framework that transcends sovereignty and borders. Growing practices are giving states the framing they need to subsequently develop and adopt more binding practices and international law in the realm of international migration management.

Global compacts attempt to encompass and streamline policy and principles, while subsequent bilateral and legal agreement-like practices put in place concrete measures to manage migration. These practices reflect the ability of international actors to leverage the flexibility and comprehensiveness in the legal framework, to further develop and adapt new arrangements for migration management. States increasingly develop nuanced and tailored legal arrangements, that go beyond prerogatives in the global governance migration framework. They construe bilateral legal agreements to develop specific actions and shape government behavior, to manage issues around migration, protection, refugees, asylum, and others; in many cases, inspired from existing legal frameworks.

D. FROM THE LAW TO ISSUES ON THE GROUND

For several decades, states have attempted to put in place specific measures to tackle migration management beyond policy development, via international legal cooperation and transactions. Europe, for example, has implemented measures to address migration through bilateral and multilateral arrangements. Important examples include bilateral arrangements between the European Union and Turkey, through return and readmission cooperation mechanisms (in the form of agreements) and directives derived from European migration and asylum policy that allude to ensuring and enhancing international protection and legal migration. These examples have been referred to as the “externalization” of asylum and other migration situations. Externalization demands primary responsibility of destination countries and their borders but increasingly adds complexities, as well as the involvement and responsibilities, of all nations and actors involved and affected by the migration challenges.

Since the 1990s, the EU has sought to move aspects of the migration management cycle to "third countries" in an effort to prevent and deter irregular migration into EU territory. Cooperating or agreeing solutions and actions with third countries for migration challenges are widely framed as a humanitarian approach with the objective to “save lives and disrupt migrant smuggling networks,” along with other humanitarian needs. Yet some examples of externalization have brought on additional humanitarian challenges, evidenced in reports by human rights organizations, of violence towards migrants including human rights abuses.

Additional examples of migration management “externalization” include partnerships between Europe and the governments of Tunisia, Libya, Morocco, Sudan, and Turkey, where they act on behalf of the EU as “migration managers” to deter irregular migration into the EU borders. European countries also transfer border control strategies and capacities in the Mediterranean by pouring millions of dollars into bolstering the Libyan and Tunisian coast guards through training, technical, and logistical supports. Through bilateral engagement, the countries party to these arrangements, intercept and return migrants and asylum seekers back to Tunisian or Libyan shores. This operated for several years as the main framework for third country cooperation for migration management between European nations and third countries.

Similar to the European cases noted, cooperation arrangements in this hemisphere mirror components adopted in Europe. Citing one example is the 2019 Joint Declaration and Supplementary Agreement Between the United States of America and Mexico. In response to the regional migration crisis, gaining visibility and attention in the media, the 2019 Declaration Between the United States of America and Mexico includes a bold and complex approach to US and Mexico cooperation for immigration enforcement, framed under a humanitarian protection approach. This bilateral scheme is the result of increasing complexities of migration patterns across the region, alongside a historical relationship between Mexico and United States to address the humanitarian situation caused by unprecedented migration flows at the shared border and the region. The bilateral agreement between the US and Mexico collects principles and practices common in the international humanitarian field such as: humanitarian emergency, durable solutions, asylum, human smuggling, migrant flows,
and other terms proper to the international humanitarian framework. This agreement, regardless of consequences and intentions, serves as an example of how agreements interact with international law to attempt develop several aspects of international law for the protection of migrants.

Like the European examples, these solutions have adopted tailored and enhanced cooperation between nations in this hemisphere (in the form of international and bilateral arrangements) to tackle regional challenges—like what is occurring south of the US southern border. Additional layers of cooperation include arrangements with countries seeing large influxes of migrants, such as Central America, Mexico, and Colombia, part of a regional strategy to set up migrant processing centers in several countries throughout the region.

Further, the intentions behind this agreement go beyond conventional international legal and protection standards mentioned above. It includes matters of national security such as: information sharing, jobs, healthcare, education, removal proceedings, and security. The arrangement also includes principles of a safe, third country as a cooperation mechanism that introduces a “rebuttable presumption of asylum ineligibility” for individuals attempting to reach the border when passing through another country to reach the US border with Mexico, without first seeking protection there. This, while acknowledging the need for protection, along with the possibility of requesting it, establishes additional scrutiny measures through the “safe” concept regarding transit countries where protection should be sought prior to seeking in the final destination. Measures of this nature acknowledge protection mechanisms and share the burden under the presumption that protection is available elsewhere. Although mirroring international legal frameworks for migrant and refugee protection, this expands notions from humanitarian and protection principles resulting in a series of context-specific measures for migrants and refugees at the country and community level.

Accounts depicting different consequences of externalization through arrangements of this nature noted the potential to strain local resources where migrants waiting in third countries have endured tensions with local and host communities. Recent displays of this include Mexico and Tunisia, where xenophobic sentiment towards migrants has been on the rise—increasing vulnerability and attacks on migrants, amid ongoing hardships. Politicians and policymakers argue that these efforts would reduce smuggling, but research and investigations show that tightening borders in Europe and Mexico has increased the demand for, and use of, smugglers. It forces migrants to take longer and more dangerous routes, which creates repeat business for smugglers, results in high-risk journeys, and executes preventable deaths.

Tailored and bilateral-type arrangements (or restricted multilateral) introduce responsibility-sharing and safe third country measures. They adopt these concepts like the examples above, and in most cases go beyond strictly humanitarian principles to include other items that range from security to humanitarian protection. This results in more nuanced and controversial matters—like border security and deploying national armed forces to enforce immigration. That might not be considered of a humanitarian nature, or consistent with humanitarian principles, but is nevertheless “inspired” by them, according to the arrangement.

The shared responsibility to provide protection—whether destination or transit—has given rise to interpretations, adaptations, and developments of bilateral and multilateral cooperation mechanisms that extend the reach and interpretation of protection. These situations lend themselves for actors to distribute risks and responsibilities among states. By doing so, it acknowledges that asylum and protection may place burdens on certain countries, but a solution to the problem cannot be achieved without international cooperation.

As migration patterns evolve, transit nations demand for protection measures that interact with the broader international migration framework. This is relevant in today’s migration landscape, given the UN’s position, as well as nations parties to the compacts and applicable treaties, where countries granting protection, including asylum, are not able to do so without the help of other countries. States can look for solutions through international legal tools and respond to evolving circumstances. In particular, situations where migrants and refugees intersect, and there is no clear
solution or applicable single legal framework, international law provides the flexibility to develop and adapt solutions.

This creates new migration management scenarios where the concept of protection, along with a decentralized and expanding international migration framework, distribute and develop traditional notions of international migration law transactional arrangements between states and organizations. The narrow number of international legal regimes devoted specifically to migration do not reflect the weight and overarching set of available norms in this field. The international legal framework cuts across and is set up to allow legal, practical migration solutions and developments where global actors introduce various practices and applications of international migration law through tailored arrangements. Compacts manifest policy and politics. Subsequent implementation reflects the power of organization, aspirations of governments that negotiate and sign them, the legislatures that ratify them, and the groups that lobby on their behalf. Compacts also set visible goals for public policy and practice, that alter political coalitions and the strength, clarity, and legitimacy of their demands.

II. CONCLUSION

The expansion of international migration law and practices has evolved into a decentralized ecosystem of legal and diplomatic cooperation for migration with global-reaching efforts to streamline and homogenize it. Autonomous and sovereign state behavior has fostered growth of this ecosystem, along with nuanced and context specific measures for migration management that draw from the global governance frameworks. International treaty-making practices are an important tool in the development and implementation of international migration law and will continue to do so, with the current existing governing frameworks. These shifts in international legal affairs, contribute to develop and push the boundaries of international law and international migration law, alongside state behavior, international relations, and diplomacy in an increasingly globalized world.
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